The phenomenon of spin resonance has had far-reaching influence since its discovery 70 years ago 1 . Electron spin resonance driven by high-frequency magnetic fields has enhanced our understanding of quantum mechanics, and finds application in fields as diverse as medicine and quantum information 2 . Spin resonance can also be induced by high-frequency electric fields in materials with a spinorbit interaction; the oscillation of the electrons creates a momentum-dependent effective magnetic field acting on the electron spin 3-9 . Here we report electron spin resonance due to a spinorbit interaction that does not require external driving fields. The effect, which we term ballistic spin resonance, is driven by the free motion of electrons that bounce at frequencies of tens of gigahertz in micrometre-scale channels of a two-dimensional electron gas. This is a frequency range that is experimentally challenging to access in spin resonance, and especially difficult on a chip. The resonance is manifest in electrical measurements of pure spin currents 10 -we see a strong suppression of spin relaxation length when the oscillating spin-orbit field is in resonance with spin precession in a static magnetic field. These findings illustrate how the spin-orbit interaction can be harnessed for spin manipulation in a spintronic circuit 11 , and point the way to gate-tunable coherent spin rotations in ballistic nanostructures without external alternating current fields.
where w is the width of the channel, h is Planck's constant, g is the Landé g-factor, m B is the Bohr magneton and v F is the Fermi velocity determined by the density of two-dimensional electrons, n s : v F~B ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 2pn s p =m 1 with m* the effective electron mass. Similar to conventional continuous wave electron spin resonance, this resonance leads to a rapid randomization of spin direction and a suppression of spin relaxation length in the channel 12 .
We detect this ballistic spin resonance (BSR) by injecting electrons into a narrow channel of high mobility (m 5 4.44 3 10 6 cm 2 V 21 s 21 at n s 5 1.1 3 10 11 cm 22 and temperature T 5 1.5 K) GaAs/AlGaAs twodimensional electron gas (2DEG) through a spin-selective quantum point contact (QPC) (Fig. 1a, b) 10, 13, 14 . The charge current is drained at the left end of the channel, while diffusion of the accumulated spin polarization generates a pure spin current to the right of the injector. The spin current can be quantified by the non-local voltage, V nl , that develops across a spin-selective detector QPC located 7-20 mm to the right of the injector, in the region where no charge current flows 15, 16 . The mean free path in the channels, ', significantly exceeds the channel width (' 5 4-20 mm for w 5 1 mm, and ' 5 20 mm for w 5 3 mm), so electrons cross the channel several times before their momentum is randomized. In this measurement, the relaxation length of the spin current ranges from tens of micrometres away from resonance to just a few micrometres on resonance.
An external magnetic field applied in the plane of the electron gas, B ext
x(y) , serves two purposes. First, it breaks the spin degeneracy of onedimensional conductance sub-bands in the injector and detector QPCs, setting the direction and magnitude of QPC polarization. Second, it defines the quantization axis and precession frequency for spins as they travel through the channel. Spin dynamics in a GaAs/AlGaAs 2DEG are governed by the total magnetic field, including both the external field and the effective field associated with spinorbit interaction, B tot (k) 5 B ext 1 B so (k). The spin-orbit field is dominated by first-order contributions arising from bulk (Dresselhaus, b) and structural (Rashba, a) inversion asymmetry 17,18 :
wherex x andŷ y define the 2DEG plane and correspond to [110] and [ 1 110 ] crystal axes, respectively. Qualitatively, equation (2) shows that motion in theŷ y direction induces an effective spin-orbit field in thex x-direction, B so x ; motion in thex x direction induces B so y . As shown in Fig. 1c , electron trajectories that connect the injector with the detector consist of rapid bouncing alongŷ y leading to a periodic B so
x , while diffusive motion alongx x gives slower random changes in B so y . Spin resonance requires a periodic field transverse to the external field. The lack of periodicity in B so y implies no resonance when B ext is applied alongx x, and indeed none was observed. Instead, the non-local spin signal increases monotonically with B ext x , reflecting the increase in QPC polarization ( Fig. 1c ) 10 . When B ext is applied alongŷ y, however, the periodic field B so x leads to BSR and a collapse of the non-local signal at the field B tot 5 B 0 of equation (1) (Fig. 1c ). The centre of the resonance dip near B ext y 5 7 T implies an electron density of n s < 1 3 10 11 cm 22 that is close to the bulk value, and consistent with Hall measurements in the channel. The signal disappears completely in a 1-mm-wide channel at B ext y 5 6-8 T (Fig. 1c ), indicating that the spin current has completely relaxed before reaching the detector QPC 20 mm away.
Measurements of the spin relaxation length confirm that the nonmonotonic B ext y dependence of the spin signal is due to spin relaxation inside the channel (Fig. 1d ). The spin relaxation length is deduced from the change in the spin signal as the channel length is adjusted in situ 10 . The channel can be shortened by undepleting the L-gate ( Fig. 1b ) to the right of the detector. If the relaxation length is long, the spin signal drops when the channel is shortened. In contrast, the spin signal does not change if the spin current relaxes before reaching the L-gate (see Supplementary Information for details). The extracted spin relaxation length was l s 5 50 6 10 mm forx xoriented spins, nearly independent of field over B ext
x 5 2-10 T. For fields applied alongŷ y, on the other hand, l s collapsed above Resonant spin dynamics in ballistic channels are influenced by the details of electron trajectories; varying the parameters of typical trajectories changes the resonance conditions. For example, a lower electron density leads to a lower Fermi velocity, hence a lower resonant frequency f 0 (equation (1)), so the BSR dip appears at a lower field B 0 . As the density was lowered in a 1-mm-wide channel ( Fig. 2a) , B 0 shifted from 7 T down to 4 T. The magnetic field dependence of the spin signal is closely matched by Monte Carlo simulations of spin dynamics in the channel ( Fig. 2b ; see Supplementary Information for simulation details) 12 .
Higher frequency harmonics of the effective spin-orbit field can also be expected. Bouncing off the channel walls leads to a square wave dependence for the velocity component v y (t) / B so x (t), with Fourier components at (2N 1 1)f 0 ( Fig. 3b-d ). In principle, this leads to a ladder of BSRs extending to arbitrarily high external magnetic fields, but in practice, the higher harmonics disappear quickly because of scattering. A dip in the spin signal was observed in a wider channel (w 5 3 mm) at a field B 0 5 8 T that corresponds to the third harmonic 3f 0 (Fig. 3a ). The first harmonic BSR dip in a 3-mm-wide channel is expected at B 0 5 2.6 T from simulations. QPC polarization is too small at this field to clearly resolve the first resonance. Instead, the primary visible effect of BSR is to counteract the increase in QPC polarization with magnetic field, giving a flatter spin signal in the range B ext y 5 0-5 T compared to the 1-mm-wide channel ( Fig. 1c versus Fig. 3a) .
The third harmonic resonance can be clearly seen in the Monte Carlo simulation if one assumes a field independent QPC polarization and long mean free path ' 5 30 mm ( Fig. 3a Sim A). It is remarkable that simulated trajectories even with such a long mean free path look so disordered to the eye (Fig. 3b ), but the resilience of the resonance to small amounts of disorder can be understood qualitatively from the square-wave character of the velocity (Fig. 3c ). More realistic simulation parameters, with shorter mean free path and finite perpendicular field, provide a better match to the measured resonances ( Fig. 3a Sim B) .
A small component of magnetic field applied perpendicular to the 2DEG, B ext z < 10-100 mT (=B ext x(y) ), bends electron trajectories in partial cyclotron orbits, generating a qualitatively different spectrum of spin-orbit fields (Fig. 4) . Cyclotron trajectories contain oscillating components along bothx x andŷ y, giving rise to periodic spin-orbit Injector QPC LETTERS fields B so y (t) that were not present at B ext z 5 0 ( Fig. 4b) . A periodic B so y (t) causes BSR when the in-plane external field is applied alongx x (Fig. 4a ). This is in sharp contrast to the case of small perpendicular field B ext z , where BSR was robustly absent in B ext x in many samples and cooldowns (Fig. 1c) 10 . When the perpendicular field makes the cyclotron radius less than the channel width, r c ; m*v F /eB ext z , w, the characteristic bouncing frequency increases as electrons follow skipping orbits that do not extend across the entire channel (Fig. 4c) . This leads to an increase in the resonance field B 0 observed in the measurement and matched by simulation.
The qualitative effects of B ext z can be seen in Fourier analyses of electron momenta alongx x andŷ y for realistic trajectories (Fig. 4d, e ). The spectrum of v x (t) shows no finite-frequency peak at B ext z 5 0, but a spectral component begins to emerge at 45 GHz above B ext z < 10 mT leading to the B ext x spin resonance in Fig. 4a . Above B ext z < 40 mT the cyclotron radius falls below the channel width, so most trajectories do not cross the channel and the resonant frequency approaches the cyclotron frequency as the field is increased. Higher harmonics are quickly suppressed owing to a transition from switching (square wave) to smooth changes in B so x (t). Equation (2) shows that a partial cancellation of bulk and structural asymmetry terms in the spin-orbit interaction may lead to different values of B so
x and B so y . Figures 2 and 3 show BSR for B ext y , which depends Fig. 4a , depends primarily on B so y / (a 1 b)k F . A comparison of these data sets with simulation enables an estimation of the spin-orbit anisotropy: the best match was found for ja 2 bj 5 (2 6 0.5) 3 10 213 eV m and ja 1 bj 5 (0.6 6 0.2) 3 10 213 eV m. These values were used in the simulations throughout this Letter.
Results presented here demonstrate that the effect of spin-orbit interaction on spin coherence can be dramatically amplified with a geometric resonance. In quasi-diffusive structures like the channels shown here, spin polarization is randomized at the resonance. Coherent spin rotations could be achieved by the same mechanism if the effects of scattering were small and the number of ballistic cycles were well-defined, as is the case in the transverse electron focusing geometry 13 .
METHODS SUMMARY
Devices were defined in a triangular well 2D electron gas 110 nm under the surface of a [001] GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure, using CrAu electrostatic gates deposited on the surface. Voltage biased lock-in measurements in a dilution refrigerator were performed in magnetic fields, B ext , up to 10 T in the plane of Inset, simulation for realistic parameters (v F 5 1 3 10 5 m s 21 , , 5 10 mm). b, Cartoons of trajectories for cyclotron radius greater than (upper panel) and less than (lower panel) the channel width. Effective spin-orbit fields (orange arrows) oscillate along bothx x andŷ y. c, Resonance shifts to higher magnetic field B 0 when cyclotron orbits do not cross the channel, shown here for B ext | |ŷ y. d, e, Simulated power spectra for v x and v y with parameters from the inset of a. Dashed lines in d and e show range of experimental data in a and c, respectively. Dotted line in e is twice the cyclotron frequency. Colour scale denotes logarithm of spectral power. Throughout this figure: w 5 1 mm, T 5 500 mK, V ac 5 50 mV, x id 5 6.7 mm.
the 2DEG. The out-of-plane component, B ext z , could be controlled independently. Data presented here are from 3 channels of length 100 mm. Electron density in Fig. 2 was changed by applying voltage shocks to the gates. Spin dynamics along random trajectories were calculated using the spin-orbit field given by equation (2) , and assuming realistic 2DEG parameters. Spin relaxation length extracted from the simulations was substituted into the spin diffusion equation and multiplied by the magnetic-field-dependent QPC polarization to obtain a simulated spin signal at the detector.
